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Abstract
For a simple graph H , a graph G is called H-colourable if there is a homomorphism from G
to H (a mapping f :V (G)!V (H) such that uv2E(G) implies f(u)f(v)2E(H)). The class
! H of H -colourable graphs is an additive hereditary property of graphs, called a hom-property.
For hereditary properties P1;P2; : : : ;Pn, a vertex (P1;P2; : : : ;Pn)-partition of a graph G is a
partition (V1; V2; : : : ; Vn) of V (G) such that each subgraph G[Vi] induced by Vi has property
Pi ; i = 1; 2; : : : ; n. The class of all vertex (P1;P2; : : : ;Pn)-partitionable graphs is denoted by
P1P2  Pn. An additive hereditary property P is reducible if there exist additive hereditary
properties P1;P2 such that P = P1  P2, it is irreducible otherwise. A graph is a core if it
admits no homomorphism to any of its proper subgraphs. We prove that for any core H the
hom-property ! H is reducible if and only if H is a join (the Zykov sum of nonempty graphs).
Moreover, we prove that the factorization of any hom-property ! H into irreducible factors is
unique. c© 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
We consider nite undirected simple graphs (without loops or multiple edges). In
general, we follow the notation and terminology of [3]. The join H1 +H2 +   +Hn of
n nonempty graphs, n>2, is the graph consisting of the disjoint union of H1; H2; : : : ; Hn
and all the edges between V (Hi) and V (Hj) for all i 6= j. If a graph G is a join we say
that G is decomposable. A graph that is not decomposable is called indecomposable.
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It is easy to see that a graph G is decomposable if and only if its complement G
is not connected. Then G is the join of the complements of the components of G.
Thus every decomposable graph G can be expressed in a unique way as the join of
indecomposable graphs.
We denote by I the class of all nite simple graphs. A graph property is a nonempty
isomorphism-closed subclass of I. (We also say that a graph G has the property P if
G 2 P.) A property P of graphs is called hereditary if it is closed under subgraphs,
i.e., if H G and G 2 P imply H 2 P. A property P is called additive if it is
closed under disjoint unions of graphs, i.e., if every graph has property P provided all
of its connected components have this property. A hereditary property P is uniquely
characterized by the set
M(P)=fG2P j for any edge e2E( G); the graph G + e does not belong to Pg
of its P-maximal graphs.
Additive and hereditary properties of graphs, partially ordered by set-inclusion form
an algebraic distributive lattice (La ;) with the least element O= fG 2 Ij E(G) = ;g
(see [1,2,7]).
Let P1;P2; : : : ;Pn; n>2; be hereditary graph properties. A vertex (P1;P2; : : : ;Pn)-
partition of a graph G is a partition (V1; V2; : : : ; Vn) of V (G) such that each subgraph
G[Vi] induced by Vi has property Pi ; i=1; 2; : : : ; n. We denote by P1P2  Pn the
class of all vertex (P1;P2; : : : ;Pn)-partitionable graphs. An additive hereditary property
P is called reducible in La if there exist additive hereditary properties P1;P2 such
that P=P1 P2, and it is called irreducible otherwise.
The notion of reducible properties was introduced and studied in connection to the
existence of uniquely partitionable graphs [5,7,8].
A homomorphism of a graph G to a graph H is an edge-preserving mapping
f :V (G) ! V (H), i.e., e = uv 2 E(G) implies f(e) = f(u)f(v) 2 E(H). In this
case we say that G is homomorphic to H and we write G ! H . The image of G is
denoted by f(G), i.e., f(G) = (ff(v) j v 2 V (G)g; ff(e) j e 2 E(G)g).
A core of a graph G is any subgraph G0 of G such that G ! G0 while G fails to
be homomorphic to any proper subgraph of G0. It is known that up to isomorphism
every graph G has a unique core, denoted by C(G). A graph G is called a core if G
is a core of itself, i.e., G = C(G). A graph G homomorphic to a given graph H is
also said to be H -colourable. Graph homomorphisms and their structure are extensively
investigated (see e.g. [4,11,5,13], more references may be found in the survey [10]).
Let us denote by ! H the set of all H -colourable graphs G 2 I. The properties
! H , H 2 I, are called hom-properties or colour classes (see [10]).
We shall show in Section 2 that for every H 2 I, the property ! H is additive
and hereditary. As it was rst pointed out by Cameron (personal communication),
the hom-properties form a sublattice of La isomorphic to the lattice of cores partially
ordered by the existence of homomorphisms (cf. [12,10,6]).
In this paper we deal with factorization of hom-properties into irreducible factors in
La. The problem:
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Is the factorization of every property into irreducible factors unique in La?
seems to be very dicult and only partial results are known (cf. [5, Problem 17.9,
p. 266]; [9]). Our main results can be formulated as follows.
Theorem 1. Let a graph H be a core. A hom-property ! H is irreducible if and
only if H is indecomposable.
Since the decomposition of a decomposable graph into the join of indecompos-
able graphs is unique, the factorization of reducible hom-properties into irreducible
hom-properties is unique as well. We shall prove that this factorization is unique also
in La:
Theorem 2. Let a core H =H1 +H2 +   +Hn be the join of indecomposable graphs
Hi; i=1; 2; : : : ; n. Then! H=(! H1)(! H2)  (! Hn) is the unique factorization
of ! H into irreducible factors in La ; apart from the order of the factors.
As a corrolary of Theorem 2 we obtain the characterization of decomposable cores.
Theorem 3. Let a graph H=H1+H2+   +Hn be the join of indecomposable graphs
Hi; i = 1; 2; : : : ; n. Then H is a core if and only if each Hi; i = 1; 2; : : : ; n, is a core.
We prove some basic results on hom-properties in Section 2, the proofs of our main
results are presented in Section 3.
2. Preliminaries
In this section we present some basic results on hom-properties which will be used
in the proofs of our main results.
Proposition 2.1. For any graph H 2 I; the hom-property ! H is hereditary and
additive.
Proof. For every G 2! H , there exists a homomorphism f :V (G)! V (H). For any
GG, the mapping f restricted to V (G) is a homomorphism of G to H . Therefore,
G 2! H and ! H is hereditary.
Let G be the disjoint union of graphs G1; G2 2! H , and let f1; f2 be homo-
morphisms of G1 and G2 to H , respectively. Then the mapping f :V (G1 [ G2) ! H
dened in the following way:
f(v) =

f1(v) for v 2 V (G1);
f2(v) for v 2 V (G2)
is a homomorphism of G to H . Hence, ! H is also additive.
The following technical lemma will be used further on.
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Lemma 2.2. Let F1; F2; F be graphs and let G1 = F1 + F and G2 = F2 + F . Then
G1 ! G2 if and only if F1 ! F2.
Proof. If F1 ! F2 then obviously G1 ! G2. To prove the converse, we proceed by
induction on jV (F)j. The statement is clear for V (F) = ;.
Suppose V (F) 6= ; and let  be a homomorphism of G1 to G2. Since  preserves
edges, (G1)=(F1 +F)=(F1)+(F). Let us denote by A; B; C and D the subsets
of vertices of the graph G2 dened as follows:
A= (V (F1)) \ V (F2);
B= (V (F1)) \ V (F);
C = (V (F)) \ V (F2);
D = (V (F)) \ V (F):
If the set B is empty, we have (F1) ! F2 ad hence F1 ! (F1) ! F2. Thus
we may assume B 6= ;, whence jDj< jV (F)j. Since  restricted to F[B] + F[D]
is a homomorphism to F2[C] + F[D], it follows from the induction hypothesis that
F[B]+F[D]! F2[C]+F[D] implies F[B]! F2[C]. This yields F1 ! F2[A]+F[B]!
F2[A] + F2[C]F2. Hence in both cases F1 ! F2.
We further investigate graphs which are maximal with respect to hom-properties.
The following proposition is fairly routine (see [2]).
Proposition 2.3. Let G be a P1  P2-maximal graph. Then every vertex (P1;P2)-
partition (V1; V2) of G satises
G = G[V1] + G[V2]
and the graphs G[Vi] are Pi-maximal (i = 1; 2).
For any graph G 2 I with a vertex set V (G) = fv1; v2; : : : vng, we dene a multipli-
cation G::(W1; W2; : : : ; Wn) of G in the following way:
1. V (G::) =W1 [W2 [    [Wn,
2. for each 16i6n: jWij>1,
3. for any pair 16i< j6n: Wi \Wj = ;,
4. for any 16i6j6n; u 2 Wi; v 2 Wj: fu; vg 2 E(G::) if and only if fvi; vjg 2 E(G).
The sets W1; W2; : : : ; Wn are called the multivertices corresponding to vertices
v1; v2; : : : ; vn, respectively. In the case jW1j= jW2j=   = jWnj= k, we denote the graph
G::(W1; W2; : : : ; Wn) by G(k). Obviously, G(1) = G.
It is not dicult to see the following (the details and more results about hom-maximal
graphs can be found in [6]):
Proposition 2.4. Let H=H1+H2 be a core. Then the following statements hold true:
(i) the graphs H1 and H2 are cores;
(ii) ! H = (! H1)  (! H2);
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(iii) for every k>1; the graph H (k) = H1(k) + H2(k) is (! H)-maximal;
(iv) for any graph G 2! H; there exists a k>1 such that GH (k).
3. The proofs of the main results
Proof of Theorem 1. If the core H is decomposable, then the property ! H is
reducible according to Proposition 2.4(ii).
Since the graph H is a core, H is (! H)-maximal. Then for ! H = P1  P2,
Proposition 2.3 would imply that H is a join. Hence ! H is irreducible, provided H
is indecomposable.
Proof of Theorem 2. Let H =H1 +H2 +   +Hn be a core, expressed as the join of
indecomposable graphs Hi; i = 1; 2; : : : ; n. Assume that ! H =P  Q. We prove that
then P and Q are hom-properties.
For every k>1 and any vertex (P;Q)-partition (V1; V2) of the ! H -maximal graph
H (k), each of the subgraphs Hi(k) = H (k)[Wi] induced by Wi; i = 1; 2; : : : ; n, is either
contained in V1 or in V2 (in general, if (V1; V2) is a vertex (P;Q)-partition of a
(P  Q)-maximal graph G and F is an indecomposable induced subgraph of G, then
either F G[V1] or F G[V2]). Therefore,
H (k)[V1] =
X
i2I1
Hi(k); H (k)[V2] =
X
i2I2
Hi(k)
for some I1; I2f1; 2; : : : ; ng such that I1 [ I2 = f1; 2; : : : ; ng; I1 \ I2 = ;.
Let (I1 ; I

2 ) be a partition of the set f1; 2; : : : ; ng such that the vertex (P;Q)-partitions
(V 1 ; V

2 ) of H (k) induce
H (k)[V 1 ] =
X
i2I∗1
Hi(k); H (k)[V 2 ] =
X
i2I∗2
Hi(k) (1)
for innitely many k>1. Let us remark that then (1) holds true for every k, because
of ! H being hereditary (H (k1)H (k2) for k16k2).
Let us denote F1 =
P
i2I∗1 Hi and F2 =
P
i2I∗2 Hi. Then for every k>1; F1(k) 2 P
and F2(k) 2 Q. Hence by Proposition 2.4(iv), ! F1P and ! F2Q.
On the other hand, consider a graph G 2 P. Then G + F2 2 P  Q and hence
G+ F2 ! F1 + F2 (as ! H =P Q). It follows from Lemma 2.2 that G ! F1. Thus
P ! F1, and analogously Q ! F2.
We have proved: If a core H is the join
Pn
i=1 Hi of indecomposable cores Hi and
! H =P  Q, then
P=!
X
i2I∗1
Hi
and
Q=!
X
i2I∗2
Hi
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for a partition (I1 ; I

2 ) of the set f1; 2; : : : ; ng. The proof of Theorem 2 follows imme-
diately by induction on n.
Proof of Theorem 3. According to (i) of Proposition 3 it suces to show that if
H =H1 +H2 +   +Hn is the join of indecomposable cores Hi; i=1; 2; : : : ; n, then H
is a core as well. Suppose C(H) = ~H 1 + ~H 2 +   + ~Hk , where ~Hi; i = 1; 2; : : : ; k are
indecomposable. Since ! H=! C(H), it follows from Theorem 2 that
(! H1)  (! H2)      (! Hn) = (! ~H 1)  (! ~H 2)      (! ~Hk)
is the unique factorization of ! H= ! C(H) into hom-properties. Hence, k = n and
! Hi=! ~Hi for i=1; 2; : : : ; n, for suitable permutation of ~Hi’s. Each Hi is a core, and
thus jV ( ~Hi)j>jV (Hi)j for i=1; 2; : : : ; n. Therefore, jV (C(H))j>jV (H)j and it follows
that H = C(H), i.e., H is a core.
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